
OFFBEAT
Offbeat is a performance for one dancer based on a research on the controversy of manspreading. 

Manspreading is the concept that defines a man's habit of spreading legs apart in public transports. It 

has been regarded as a form of gender domination. The research draws from the question of the 

perception of genders through body postures and intend to tackle its political underlignment. 

What is a masculine posture ? What body parts are involved in the portrayal of feminity ? 

What are the elements of a dominant or a withdrawn presence ? 

Offbeat is the first  piece of a photo-graphic trilogy of performances researching the concept of norm. It 

sets its focus on  the way social norms are  embedded in our bodies. Three different conditions of norms

are studied : the ordinary context (Offbeat), the non-ordinary (Jolt), the bizarre (title to come), thus 

forming a composition at the junction of dance and social sciences. 

The use of portraits has been involved in the research and can be part of a multi-artistic installation . 

Via a workshop, participants were asked to sit according to their natural choice and physical capacity. 

Hence, the individual organise, in a state of unconscious choreography, its body parts and postures to 

communicate a state of being.  The concepts of closing and opening , that are both physical and socio-

political emerged ; being open (open legs, open mouth, open arms) is also a being present to the space 

and the others in it, as much as closing is perceived differently. 

The main objective is to draw dance out of the ordinary  in order to reveal the inherent complex 

musicality of behaviours. The public is then challenged in its own perception of others and of one-self. 

The  project was in residency at the Studio, Aubervilliers (France) and performed at the National 

Journées du Patrimoine (September 2018) at the Cirque-Théâtre d'Elbeuf, and at the Brighton Dome, 

Brighton, UK (April 2019).


